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Call us anytime:
702-996-4997
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Enjoy More of Your Time 

Leave the Plumbing To Us!
 Plumbing Las Vegas



	Local Plumbing Experts
	Emergency Services
	Strong Warranties
	Decades of Experience



Call Us Now!
Get In Touch!






 















Get In Touch





We call you back within a business day.
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Licensed, Bonded And Insured


Our Team Has The Experience To Get The Job Done



























































Our Team Has The Experience To Get The Job Done

Our Plumbing Services





It doesn’t matter what issues you are having with your plumbing, our team will be there in a jiffy to get your water back on!









Gas Line Services





We can help you identify and repair leaks to your gas lines, keeping your family safe and your water hot.









Emergency Repair Services





Our team is standing by 24/7 to aid you when a water pipe bursts, your pipes clog or with water heater leaks.









Bathroom Services





Our team offers a full-service bathroom service including the repair of toilets, sinks, and showers; we even offer custom work!









Kitchen Services





Our team offers our services in the installation and repair of faucets, garbage disposal units, and water filtration units at your convenience.









Water Heating Units





We can install and repair a wide variety of water heaters including gas heaters, tankless heaters, solar heaters and much more!









Leak Repairs







Our team is experienced and trained to identify and repair leaks in pipes, water heaters and gas lines with state of the art equipment.







Always There To Help

24/7 Emergency Services





Here at Plumbing Las Vegas, we know that disaster can strike at any given moment and turn your good day into a day that you wish never happened. But when a plumbing disaster strikes, our team is always standing by to come and assist, any time of the day or night with our 24/7 emergency services.

We can come to you even in the dead of night when a pipe bursts, a sewer line becomes blocked or when your water heater starts to leak. Our team is always on call so even if your pipes burst on an important day and even some holidays, our team will be on their way ASAP.











What Our Team Can Do


The Areas We Service





From Commercial To Residential, Our Team Has Your Back in Las Vegas!














Residential Plumbing Services







	Toilet Repair/Installation
	Garbage Disposals
	Piping Installation/Repair
	Water Purifiers
	Custom Bathrooms
	Water Heaters



Our team at Plumbing Las Vegas knows just how important plumbing plays a role in the residential setting, especially when the home is occupied. This is why we will work tirelessly until the job has been completed. From the installation of custom bathroom features to the repair and installation of under-slab piping, our team is fully equipped to handle any residential plumbing needs!


	Decades Of Experience
	Strong Warranties
	Licensed, Bonded and Insured
	Endless Design Options






Consult Now!














Commercial Plumbing Services







Our team understands that while the plumbing in commercial facilities is much more simplistic than residential plumbing, it requires much more strength as the plumbing in commercial facilities receive much more traffic. This is why our team only uses the state of the art materials and equipment for our commercial clients with strong warranties. Down below, you will find a few of the commercial services we offer in Las Vegas:


	Water Heater Services
	Emergency Repair Services
	Gas Line Installation/Repair
	Clog Removal And Jetting
	Repiping and Pipe Repair
	Toilet Seating And Repair






Consult Now!























Give Us A Call For Professional Plumbing In Las Vegas


Our team is standing by to assist you no matter the time of day or hour of the night. If you want a job that is professionally installed or repaired, give us a call ASAP for a free quote!







Call Us Now!



Get In Touch!











A Team You Can Trust

Residential Plumbing Services




















Pipe Repairs

Our team has the knowledge & equipment to repair pipes and even replacement if necessary. Call now!































Faulty Water Heaters

In most cases, the only way to know if your water heater has gone out is when the water suddenly goes cold.























Emergency Repairs

Our team is on call to assist with busted water pipes, gas leaks, and water heater repairs 24/7.


































Rubber Hoses

Rubber hoses are the weak point of many dishwashers and washing machines. With age, these rubber hoses can crack and burst with little to no warning. If this happens to you, give our team a call, we will replace the hoses with more durable materials.

























Toilet Installation

If toilets are not seated properly during installation, it may leak which is why you should leave it to us!





























Plumbing Remodels

We are able to assist in the general plumbing services such as clog removal and things like that, but also perform full scale plumbing remodels in residential bathrooms, kitchens, and commercial buildings check out our partners for Bathroom Renovation Valladolid 


















What To Do

Common Plumbing Problems in Las Vegas





While we don’t always know what is going on in our pipes, sometimes we can avoid making the situation worse than it already is. So down below, we have outlined a few of the most common plumbing problems and what you can do to avoid making them worse!








Leaky Pipes





Leaky pipes in Las Vegas can cause more than just water damage to your furniture and flooring, they can attract pests like water bugs and cockroaches with increased moisture. Our team is trained to handle any pipe repair or pipe replacement, even if it’s under a concrete slab.














Frozen Pipes





Frozen pipes may not be the biggest concern to many of Las Vegas’s residents but in the northern areas, it can get below freezing at night. Frozen pipes can burst and will leak water into your home or your yard. These pipes will need to be replaced.































Flushed Objects





While we don’t always know when objects are flushed down the toilet, we will always see what happens when we try to flush the next time around. In these instances, chemicals are not an option, extraction will need to be done and in some cases, the toilet may need to be removed.













Bath & Showers







We can install and repair bathtubs and showers with a category ranging into the installation of custom showers and bathtubs.











Need A Professional Plumber?


Give our team of plumbers a call today, our goal is to become the most trusted plumber in Las Vegas, even if it means providing quality work to everyone in the Valley. Call today for a free quote! We work with many companies all over, check out  Air conditioning Eastern Suburbs for valuable information about HVAC!







Call Us Now!



Get In Touch!











Why You Should

Choose Us!







From quality work to licensing, our team has everything you could ask for in a Las Vegas plumber!












Experienced

We have decades of experience providing affordable and long-lasting results to our neighbors in Las Vegas and are proud to keep the tradition of quality work alive in the Valley. From simple plumbing to more advanced gas and boiler service we can do it all!













Warranties

Still don’t trust us? We offer a strong warranty on all of our plumbing repairs and installation services to give you extra peace of mind.













Licensed

Our team is licensed, bonded and insured so you won’t have to worry about pulling any permits if required and if anything happens on the job, you are covered.













Emergency Services

When your plumbing fails or your house is flooded due to a busted pipe, our team is on call 24 hours a day all 7 days of the week.














	



Top 8 Reasons to Have an Emergency Plumber in Summerlin
 Many people in Summerlin, Nevada, don't think they need an emergency plumber until they have a plumbing problem. However, there are several reasons why it's important to have an emergency plumber's contact information on [...]



	



How Often Should You Replace Your Plumbing?
 For those in the 89103 zip code, plumbing is an integral part of daily life. From turning on the faucet to taking a shower in the morning to using the toilet or brushing your [...]



	



Can Plumbing Services Help With Pipe Issues or Leaks? Learn the Facts
 If you are a home or business owner, then you know that plumbing problems can occur without warning and cause a significant headache. While some plumbing issues are relatively minor and can be fixed [...]



	



Everything You Need to Know About Preventative Plumbing Maintenance
 While most people know to call a plumber for emergencies or serious issues, not many people know about the importance of preventative plumbing maintenance. One of the best ways to avoid severe and costly [...]



	



How to Hire a Commercial Plumber in Las Vegas
 Las Vegas is a city that is constantly growing and changing. As new businesses and homes move in, the need for commercial plumbing services increases. While this is to be expected, it's important for [...]









Need To Know More?

Our FAQS

Check some of your Answers below!





We know that plumbing can be a foreign subject to some and we don’t want that to be the case! We want you to know exactly what is going on when we are working in your home so down below, you will find a few of the most common questions we have received from our past clients.
















Why Should I Call A Plumber?

When it comes to why you should call a plumber, there is a lot that you and your property stand to gain. When we come to repair, we can point out areas that we think should have preventative maintenance performed, saving you money in the long run. We will also never use the harmful off the shelf chemicals to remove blockages, keeping the environment safe and the nasty smell out of your home. So why should you use a plumber? It’s a safer and faster alternative than doing it yourself! Looking for other professionals? Check out Plumber Springfield MO . For our friends in the Netherlands check out Loodgieter Dordrecht for quality plumbing services! Or give us, the las vegas plumbers, a call today!









Why Is My Water Bill So High?

Right when you thought your utilities have been controlled this month, you check the water bill and see it’s incredibly high. Well, one of the most common reasons why your water bill is so high most likely comes from the fact that you have leaky pipes. The most common areas where leaks occur are in the toilet, irrigation, sinks, and faucets. These leaky areas can increase your water bill by upwards of 20%! If you have an unusually high water bill, give our team a call today, we will come to inspect the problem areas to see where you may be leaking water.

























 
 





About Us
 





Need a repair or planning and add on? Call the plumbers you can trust at Las Vegas Plumbing for service and finished products that are unmatched by any plumber in the Valley. Call now for a free, no-obligation quote!
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Contact Us
 Plumbing Las Vegas


702-996-4997



 Email: [email protected]
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CALL NOW 702-996-4997 







 

 













 
 


























 

